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Abstract
A conceptual design of the reconfigurable optical interconnection system constructed using

photonic crystals with superprism effect is proposed in this paper. Its innovative optical configuration
resulted in superior optical performance. This paper describes a 16x16 reconfigurable optical
transpose interconnection system architecture based on the optical superprism effect in photonic
crystals. The system also follows the scaling laws of the optical system.
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1. Introduction
Chip{o-chip wiring by means of optical

interconnection has focused on free space
interconnection by using holograms. Lenses and
interconnection by means of optical waveguide
and optical fiber, have also been examined. It
has been possible to parallel switch over wiring
using a spatial light modulator and optical
switching array as key devices in optical
interconnection, and as a result, a high-density
and large bandwidth optical signal processing
system, which is beyond conventional wiring
technology, can be achieved [,2]. This research
offers a new proposal with regard to methods
that can control connecting patterns of optical
interconnection by means of using photonic
crystals with superprism effect. Photonic
Crystals (PC's) are artificial structures, which
have a periodic dielectric structure with high
index contrast, designed to control photons in
the same way that conventional crystals in solids
control electrons. They also exhibit a complete
photonic band gap (PBG)-the inhibition of
spontaneous emission of light from atoms and
molecules [3]. One attractive application of
photonic crystals is based on using a wide
deflection of a ight beam inside of the PCs by
means of a slight change of the wavelength or
the angle of incidence. This phenomenon was

studied experimentally in [a] and investigated
numerically by the finite difference time domain
(FDrD) t7l.

In section 2, the concepts of the superprism
and the dispersion surface are reviewed. Also in
section 2, the PC model with superprism effect
and calculation methods are explained and used
to provide a conceptual design of devices for a
new reconfigurable optical interconnection
system. The new conceptual design of
reconfigurable optical transpose interconnection
system architecture, which is based on the static
optical transpose interconnection system
architecture [8], is described in section 3 as well
as a new conceptual architecture of the system.
Finally, the comparison to the conventional
system is discussed in section 4.

2. Superprism Effect and Device Design
Recently, Kosaka et al. demonstrated a

highly dispersive photonic microstructure in a 3-
D ("autocloned") PC, which was termed optical
"superprism" 

[4,9-10]. The "autocloned"

structure has very favorable properties, but
requires specialized nonstandard fabrication
techniques. Furthermore, the nature of the
superprism effect does not require 3-D
periodicity, and similar effects can be observed
in l-D and 2-D systems I l]. Moreover, the
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4utocloned approach does not describe guided
waves but rather beam propagation in a bulk-
inhomogeneous-material. This will limit the
usefulness of their structure for fabricating
compact systems [2].

The basis for the superprisrn phenomena is
anisotropy in the photonic band structure, a
feature which is strongly present at frequencies
near the photonic band gap. The effect is very
sensitive to the particular choice of incident
angle relative to the orientation of the photonic
crystal, as well as the incident wavelength. The
anisotropy can be seen more clearly in the
dispersion surfaces t10]. The surfaces
correspond to index ellipsoids in conventional
crystalline optics, where the length from the
surface to the f point corresponds to the
refractive index. The dispersion surfaces in PCs
show a variety of shapes in contrast to the
circular or ellipsoidal shapes in conventiona-
crystals. As an example, dispersion surfaces at
the frequency cut of O = 0.42 (the frequency a.r
was normalized by the lateral lattice constant 4
as O = anl2nc) for TE modes are shown in Fig.

2. The surface marked A (corresponding to the
band marked A in Fig. l) showed an almost
circular shape, that marked B (corresponding to
the band marked B in Fig. 1) showed a strong
star-shaped anisotropy. The apparent distortion
from the circular shape and the multiplicity of
the dispersion surface are the origins of the
anisotropy phenomena.
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Fig. 2. Equi-frequency contours called dispersion surfaces

at the frequency cut of A=Q.42 for TE modes. The

process used to derive the propagation direction is shown:
the normal vector at the intersection of the dispersion
surface and the construction line (through the end of the

incident wavevector and normal to the crystal edge) give

the propagation direction.

The process for obtaining the propagation
direction from these dispersion surfaces is
graphically illustrated in Fig. 2 l4l. The
propagation direction is determined by the
energy velocity, which is exactly the same as the
group velocity v" in a periodically distributed

material without losses. The following well-
known relation:

v,  =Y.o(rc)  ( l )

means the group velocity points to the gradient
direction of dispersion surfaces at a wavevector
t. When a Gaussian beam incidents to a PC, the
light propagating in the PCs is no longer a
Gaussian beam. Since each plane-wave
component is expanded into Bloch waves at the
input end ofthe PC and affected by the complex
dispersion characteristic. The beam width 2w in
the PC far from the input end is expressed as:

zw=2 il p
ffiwo

where p is defined as p=(ae"1ae,) for the

incident beam angle 0, and the propagating

beam angle in the PC 8". This parameter

represents the beam collimating ability in the
PC. From eq. (2), I is the distance from the
input end, which satisfies:

t r * Y t  p '  ( 3 )
/"
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Fig. l. Photonic in-plane band structure for the PC's used
in this demonstration. A plane-wave expansion method was

used. The shape of the photonic atoms was approximated
as a hexagonal disk with a diameter of 0.1a, and the
refractive indexes for Si and SiO2 were set to the measured
values 3.24 and 1.46, respectively. The solid and dashed

curves denote the TE-like and TM-like modes, respectively

14).
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Since the beam width in eq. (2) occupies the far-
field angfe 2wl t, the wavelength resolution is
given by:

( zw\ ^( a\

^^  _ lT  )o l t )  -  z t '  (q \ - '  (4 )
^ -11 *, = --{\n)

\ t )
where a is the lattice constant of the PC, and q is
defined as q=A0"lA(al\. This parameter

represents the angle dispersion (wavelength
sensitivity) of the PC. The qlp is the resolution
parameter.

Fig. 3 shows two different types of
superprisms in real space and /r space. They use
2-D PC to confine and manipulate the light in-
plane and total internal reflection to confine
light verticall! [5]. The result from [6] showed
that a superprism could realize a sufficiently
high resolution usable for the dense WDM, but
that the PC cannot still be miniaturized to less
than I cm2.

Fig. 3. Two different Spes ofsuperprisms in real space and
/< space. 2-D PC is composed ofairholes with square lattice

rotated by 45".

3. A new conceptual architecture of the
system
A new conceptual architecture of the

reconfigurable optical interconnection system is
based on the static optical transpose
interconnection system architecture [8]. The
static OTIS is a one-to-one mapping between
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n " u input to N " M output beamlets. The input
and output beamlets are arranged as an Ju ",[n
array of JN ",[M sub-arrays. Each Ji".fi sub-
array of input and output beamlets are at the
front and back focal planes ofeach ofthe lenses
of stage I and III which are arranged as an
,[N ",[M array, respectively. Each input and

output beamlets has a coordinate (n, m) where

n,m =!,...,t[ i l ,Ju . The input beamlet with

the coordinat" @,r) is.mapped to the output

beamlet with the coordinate Vr,n) , called the
transposition of the input. We can write as the
equation:

(n,m) - (m,n) (5)

The static OTIS composes of three stages of
lenses. The microlenses in stage I are positioned
one focal length away from the sources. The
macrolens in stage II and microlenses array in
stage III are positioned as shown in Figure 4(a)
so that the images of the input beamlets can be
Fourier transformed at the output. Figure 4(b)
shows the diagram of the system for N and M:
16. The system is composed of 256 input and,
output beamlets arranged as a 4 x 4 array of
4x4 sub-arrays, a 4x4 array of lenses in

stage I, a macrolens in stage II, and a 4x4
array of lenses in stage III. The input beamlet
with coordinate (t,l) , for example, on the
microlens n = | in stage I is mapped to the
output beamlet with coordinate (r,r) on the
microlens n = I in stage III, similarly the input
beamlet with coordinate (t,2) on the microlens
n = | in stage I is mapped to the output beamlet
with coordinate (z,r) on the microlens n :2 in
stage III, and so on.

0utput
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(a) Side View of the layout of the OTIS



Coordinates of lenses and inputs in stage I

Coordinates oilenses and outputs in stage III
(b) Front View ofinputs, outputs, and mesolenses in

stage I and IIL
Fig.  4.  Diagram of  the OTIS wi th N: M: 16.

Figure 5. Modelting of the static OTIS.

The reconfigurable optical interconnection
system proposed in this paper uses the optical
superprism effect to control connecting patterns
of optical interconnection. From Fig. 4 (a), each
microlens in stage I is replaced with the group of
the photonic crystals as shown in Fig. 6 and
Fie 7.
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Fig. 6. New architecture of the reconfigurable optical
interconnection system by replacing microlenses in stage I
with the PC.

Fig. 7. (a) Top view of the microlenses in stage I (in Fig.
5). (b) Replacing microlenses in (a) with the PC.

The position ofeach group ofPCs is at the back
focal point of the microlens in stage I of the
static OTIS. Fig. 8 (a) shows that each group (in
the circle) of the photonic crystal with the
optical superprism effect in Fig. 7 (b) is
composed of four 2-D photonic crystals. Each
planar photonic crystal in Fig. 8 (a) has the top
view as shown in Fig. 8 (b).

4)2)Qe

A),L)"
(a)  (b)

Fig.  8.  (a)  Side v iew of  the PC in c i rc le in Fig.6.  (b)  Top
view ofthe PC with the optical superprism effect.

The light sources are tunable lasers with the

wavelengths A1,12, )"r,and ).0 . By slightly
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changing the incident wavelength over the
wavelength range, light-beam steering in the
PC's was achieved as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 8
(b). After replacing each microlens with the
PCs, the 16 input beamlets arranged as an array
(as shown in Fig. a (b)) will be decreased to a
tunable laser source with on-off switch as shown
in Fig. 7 (a) and (b). The angle between the

deflected beams is 2.7" . lf the tunable laser

source is changed to )", and only the top switch

turns on, it will show that if the input beamlet at
the coordinate (13,16) in Fig. 4 (b) is activated,
the light ray will reach the output beamlet at
(16,13). Another example: when the tunable
laser source is adjusted to 2, and only the

bottom switch turns on, if the input beamlet at
the coordinate (4,1) is activated, the input
beamlet will be transposed to the output beamlet
at the coordinate (1,4). Fig. 9 shows a diagram
of the reconfigurable optical interconnection
system proposed in this paper.

The superprism effect in a photonic crystal
is obtained by using simulation software, MIT
Photonic-Bands (MPB) [3]. The 2-D planar
photonic crystal is also designed by MPB
software.

Fig. 9. The reconfigurable optical interconnection system
based on the optical superprism effect in photonic crystals.

4. Conclusions
The reconfigurable optical interconnection

system architecture proposed in this paper is a
prototype of a l6x16 (NxM) system. N and

M, which are input ports and output ports
respectively, can be expanded to 256x256
inputs and outputs by using the same optical
system design. The system has a simple
architecture compared to the conventional
architecture which uses two anays of
micromirrors (MEMs) as shown in Fie. 10.

(b) Show the direction of light ray through the system
starting from input to output.

Fig 10. The conventional reconfigurable optical
interconnection system using micromirrors (MEMs).
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